Our Living Environment

preK-Grade2
Grades 3-5

Observe how the behaviors and structures of plants and animals
help each survive in its changing ecosystem as you explore You &
Your Earth.

How to use this guide
To help guide your visit, we have
developed this learning pathway to
explore a specific topic using some of the
exhibit components.
1. Look up the words in bold in the
vocabulary list on the back.

2. Follow this path as you explore the

• What are some ways each animal’s adaptations help them survive and
reproduce?
• How do you think these living things are connected to each other?
• How many ways do we humans connect with other living things?
• How do you think animals and plants respond to changes in their environment in
order to survive?

Diversity of Life Display
• Can you find an animal that: Has a beak
perfect for spearing its prey? Has eyes to
see in the dark? Uses its smell to defend
itself from predators? How do you think
these body parts help them to survive?
• Try putting the animal puppets where you
think they live (in their habitats).

Warblers
• Can you hear any differences between the
songs of the different birds? Do you think
their mates can?
• Can you spot the White Tailed Fawn? How
do you think his camouflage keep him
safe?
• Why do you think warblers migrate back
here from the south just as the insects are
hatching?

Our Connections
• How many different ways do you think you
are connected to cows? To oak trees? To
bacteria?
• How do you feel about mosquitoes? How do
you think insects can be important to birds?

gallery, try a different path, or create
your own path and follow where your
curiosity takes you!

Black Bear
• What do you think the animals in
this scene would do to survive the
winter?
• How do you think the Blue Jay and
bear each help spread seeds?
• How many different ways can you
think of that living things interact in
this community?

Life in the Water
• Which of these fish do you think
eats other fish? What do you think
the smallest fish eat? (Hint: look in
the drop of water.)
• Which of these tiny creatures do
you think are plants? How do you
think can you tell? Do they have
the same parts as corn or an oak
tree?

The Beaver Pond
• Watch the video. Why do beavers
build lodges? What do they eat?
• Why did the beavers almost
become extinct?

All living things, including humans, interact with each other and with their environment in a complex web of connections. In a
food chain, producers (green plants) store the energy of the sun as food. Plants are eaten by primary consumers, like
herbivores, which are eaten by secondary consumers, like carnivores. The nutrients of all living things are recycled by
decomposers. In order to survive and reproduce, plants and animals must adapt to changes in their habitat. Some animals
are nocturnal. Others hibernate when the seasons change. Plants and animals that cannot adapt quickly enough become
extinct. Humans make choices that affect all living things, especially when those choices modify habitats.

Our Living Environment
Read More About It!
Monica Russo, Watching Nature: A
Beginner's Field Guide. Sterling
Publications, 2002. Gr. 3-8
Gordon Morrison
A Drop of Water
Houghton Mifflin Co., 2006
one boy/inter-relatedness/habitats
Barbara Brenner
One Small Place in a Tree
Harper Collins Publishers, 2004
forest ecology/forest animals/habitat
Carolyn B. Otto
Racoon at Clear Creek Road
Smithsonian Institute, 1995
mother and kits/food/shelter
John Minnelman
Mouse in a Meadow
Charlesbridge, 2005
food chain/natural environment
Steve Jenkins and R. Pa
I See Kookaburra! (Discovering
Animal Habitats Around the World)
Houghton Mifflin Co., 2005
gorgeous habitats & colors
Madeleine Dumphy
Here is the Wetland
Hyperion Books for Children, 1996
cumulative story/freshwater marsh
Kids’ Corner. U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Endangered Species Program
http://www.fws.gov/endangered/kids/in
dex.html

...continued

Adaptation –A structure or behavior of an organism that increases the
expected long-term reproductive success of the organism.
Animal –A multicellular organism differing from plants by characteristics such
as being able to move and not being able to carry-out photosynthesis.
Bacteria – Small single-celled organisms that can be beneficial or harmful.
Behavior –The actions or reactions of an organism, usually in relation to its
environment or to other organisms in it community.
Camouflage – The color, patterns, or shape of an animal that allows it to blend
in with its surroundings to hide and avoid predators or to catch food.
Community– A group of interdependent organisms inhabiting a common
environment; usually interacting or depending on each other.
(Bio)Diversity– The number and variety of organisms found within a specified
geographic region or the variability among living organisms on the earth.
Energy – The ability to do work.
Ecosystem– All of the members of a community along with the physical
environment in which they live..
Environment (physical) – The non-living surroundings of an organism.
Extinct– The disappearance of a type or groups of organism from the Earth.
Food Chain – A series of plants and animals linked by their food relationships.
Habitat– The place or type of place where an organism naturally occurs.
Hibernate – To spend the winter in a sleeplike state of partial or total inactivity.
Migrate– The movement of a species, alone or in a group, from one part of the
world to another.
Nocturnal – Active at night and sleeps during the day.
Nutrients – Chemicals needed by plants and animals for growth.
Organism – A living thing, whether single celled or many celled.
Plant –A multicellular organism differing from animals by characteristics such
as the ability to carry-out photosynthesis and not being able to move.
Predator – An animal that hunts other animals for food.
Prey – Animals that are killed and eaten by other animals.
Species – A group of organisms with common features which can freely
interbreed.
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